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Experience day trip by express boat

Explore the historic war site of Cu Chi, from weapons to underground bunker

Visit an authentic cricket farm, and organic herb farm and a local country house?

Trip Overview
This is another variation of our popular Cu Chi tour, combining the legendary historical
site with visiting surrounding cultural attractions.The full-day Cu Chi Tunnels tour is also
perfect for those interested in Vietnam’s wartime past, but also want to experience
traditional rural Vietnamese life, which few tourists get to see. Please come and join us!
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What you'll get
DURATION
1 day

PRICE STARTING FROM
US$95

STARTS IN / ENDS IN
Ho Chi Minh City / Ho Chi Minh City

SUITABLE
Family, Friends, Honey moon couple
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PRODUCT CODE
T88SRE02
Transportation
Van, Boat

MEALS
1 Lunch

ACCOMMODATION

TYPE
Land tour

Price Includes
VAT
Meal: lunch
All entrance fees
English-speaking guide
Hotel pick-up and drop off
Speedboat from/to Saigon
FOC: refreshments and local fruits

Price Excludes
Gratuity, tips
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Personal expenses

Cancellation by Customer
For almost of our tours, once tour is confirmed and fully paid but for one reason they
cancel the tour, the following charges will apply in the event of cancellation prior to tour
commencement:
More than 45 days prior to trip departure: No charge (Full refund will be made but
transaction fee will be paid by you).
30-45 days before arrival: 10% of total tour price.
15-29 days before arrival: 50% of total tour price.
7-14 days before arrival: 75% of total tour price.
Within 7 days before arrival: 100% tour price.
Note:
The above fees are subject to an added bank transaction fee.
There will be no refund given for any unused or missed ground arrangements,
sightseeing, meals or hotel accommodations.
For no show cases, there will be no refund.
All cancellations must be in person or in writing and received by us.

Cancellation by Weather
In case of an unexpected situation/ bad weather causes an effect on your trip after
commencement, we serve the right to change the itinerary of your booked tour for the
safety of all clients in the group. If there are more than one solution, we will ask for your
permission and agreement to do the next step. In such kind of cancellation, the refund of
any payment on the un-used portion of transportation service, hotel service, car rental or
tours will be given.
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Itineraries
Full itinerary

Option1: Saigon – Cu Chi by boat and back by van
7:00am: Your guide will meet you in the lobby of your hotel and bring you to your
boat at Saigon’s pier.
7:30am: Depart Saigon by boat. Within 15 minutes, the banks of the river change
from city building to lush jungle.
9:00am: Arrive at and explore the Cu Chi Tunnels site before the tour buses arrive
after travelling the considerable distance by road.
9:15am: Begin the guided Cu Chi tour taking in tunnels, ammunition caches, secret
bunkers, command centers, a firing range and more.
11:30pm: Enjoy a traditional Vietnamese lunch in a pleasant riverside setting.
12:30pm: Pick up by van and explore the surrounding countryside. Visit a cricket
farm, an organic herb farm, and a local house that makes rice paper by hand in the
traditional method.
03:00pm: Arrive back in Saigon, and then go back to your hotel by van.
Option2: Saigon – Cu Chi by van and back by boat
07:00 – Pick-up at the customers’ hotel by van.
07:15 – Departure to Cu Chi by van
08:30 – Go to some local places, visit the cricket farm to taste the unusual local
specialty and a local rice papers-making house, visit organic vegetable farm.
11:00 – Arrive in Cu Chi
11: 15 – Begin Cu Chi Tunnels tour
13: 15 – Finish Tunnels. Lunch at restaurant in riverside.
13: 45 – Begin Trip to Ho Chi Minh City by boat
15:00 – Arrival in Ho Chi Minh City
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Meals: L
Accommodation: N/A

Option2: Saigon ? Cu Chi by van and back by boat

07:00 – Pick-up at the customers’ hotel by van.
07:15 – Departure to Cu Chi by van
08:30 – Go to some local places, visit the cricket farm to taste the unusual local
specialty and a local rice papers-making house, visit organic vegetable farm.
11:00 – Arrive in Cu Chi
11: 15 – Begin Cu Chi Tunnels tour
13: 15 – Finish Tunnels. Lunch at restaurant in riverside.
13: 45 – Begin Trip to Ho Chi Minh City by boat
15:00 – Arrival in Ho Chi Minh City
Meals: L
Accommodation: N/A

13 Reviews
great day trip
13 May 2019
We went on the morning boat tour to Cu Chi tunnels with our guide.
She was incredibly knowledgeable about everything to do with the river
and the tunnels. Super bubbly personality and very funny! Boat ride
was lovely with food and drinks on board - much better than being stuck
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in a bus! After the tour around the tunnels we had a really yummy lunch
before boating back to the city. Overall great experience and definitely a
great way to see the area!

Amazing experience
29 Apr 2019
We took the Cu Chi Tunnels and Countryside Tour by Luxury
Speedboat and van in early April on the second day of our family
holiday to Vietnam. This was a fantastic trip which was enjoyed by
every member of the family and was great value for money. It was so
easy to book (directly) and sales staff's communication was excellent. I
had kept the speedboat element as a surprise for our two children
(aged 10 and 6) and it blew them away. Best way to get to the tunnels!
Breakfast rolls and cold drinks were served on the boat. The tunnel
experience was very good. Really informative and interactive. We were
all grateful to be there earlier that the mass crowds. When we arrived
the car park was empty, when we left it was overflowing. Lunch was
served at the tunnels before we left. it was delicious and plentiful. The
countryside experience on the way back to Ho Chi Minh broke the
journey up perfectly. The cricket snack stop will never be forgotten! Our
guide was amazing. Kind, knowledgeable, informative and fun. We all
loved him and he really was part of what made the experience so
memorable. We would highly recommend this experience to other
families.

fantastic!
25 Apr 2019
We booked this tour on a whim the day before we arrived in Ho Chi
Minh City. They had spaces available and booking/paying was
straightforward. On the day we were picked up on time and the guide
Duke was funny and informative the whole day. Having had family
fighting on both sides of the war his insight was incredible, but he could
lighten the mood with a quick joke. We had a great Vietnamese lunch
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before heading back to Ho Chi Minh. We asked to be dropped at the
Reunification Palace instead of our hotel on the return trip and they
happily obliged. Would recommend to any visitors, young or old.

Certainly do!
06 Mar 2019
Hang was our guide. She has had a smile on her face from start to
finish. She knew a lot and full of passion about the Cu Chi Tunnels. We
choosed option: arriving by speedboat and back by van. Very fast
transport, you are at your destination in 1 hour and 15 minutes. In the
morning they also arranged coffee, sandwiches and fruit. This tour is
highly recommended.

Good, Good Good
05 Feb 2019
The boat trip was great and fast the tunnels tour very interest and the
guide helpful and knows interesting things. Hoody needed for the boat
trip was very windy. the Saigon river sights is strange

24/7 Customer Support
Hotline:+84 984204877
https://www.mekong-delta-tours.compage/contact-us.html
Mekong Delta Tours
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